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FABARM USA is not your typical gun company. Passion for 

the outdoors and clay target shooting drives our entire team 

of professionals. We listen to our hunters and shooters and 

convey their messages to our engineers in order to push our 

products to be the best. We don’t stop there, always asking 

“what if” while continuing to innovate and striving to make 

our shotguns even better.

Our products are made with the finest Turkish walnut and 

Italian steel using cutting edge technology. Melded together 

by artisans and craftsmen, the results are beautiful Italian 

shotguns designed to last under the most demanding 

environments. All backed by an extensive warranty and industry 

leading service. American hunters and shooters demand 

outstanding performance, and FABARM USA has answered 

their calls.

We ask that you visit your nearest FABARM USA dealer to see 

and feel the difference for yourself.
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M O D E L  D E S C R I P T I O N :

The Velocity is a shotgun that incorporates a long list of features never before available on semi-automatic shotguns – the most obvious is an 
adjustable point-of-impact rib, which is adjustable from a 50/50% to 90/10% pattern without the use of tools. The rib elevation is easily adjusted 
with a small thumb wheel at the muzzle end. This ramp-style rib starts at the rear of the action at 11mm wide and tapers to 9mm at the muzzle.

The Micro Metric™ adjustable stock complements the adjustable rib, allowing the shooter to fine tune the gun for the perfect fit. Additionally, 
the stock incorporates a shim system for adjusting drop and cast. Another first is the Velocity’s adjustable trigger for length-of-pull. It is the first  
adjustable trigger ever to be designed into a semi-automatic shotgun. There is also a standard weight system built into the forend cap that  
allows the shooter to alter the weight up to 4 ½ ounces in 1 ½ ounce increments. These features make the Velocity extremely versatile.

Durability and reliability cannot be compromised in a target shotgun. Unlike many semi-automatic shotguns described as target models, the Velocity 
is designed specifically for target shooting. It is calibrated and chambered to handle only 2 ¾” ammunition. The gas ports, action spring and stainless 
steel piston are all calibrated to allow the Velocity to reliably handle light loads.

To reduce recoil and increase pattern performance the barrel is designed with a tapered bore known as TRIBORE HP™. The bore diameter at the  
chamber end is overbored to .740 inch and gradually tapers to .725 inch at the muzzle end. The EXIS HP™ choke tubes are 97mm long and utilize 
a hyperbolic internal design to match the performance of the barrel. Five chokes are included with the Velocity. Additionally, the bolt release and 
bolt handle are oversized for competition use. FABARM XLR5 Velocity AR – Moving Forward Faster.
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9.  No tools required for Velocity rib to set 
point-of-impact from 50/50% to 90/10%. 

4.  Oversized bolt handle and bolt-release 
operating buttons give the shooter a 
positive feel.

5.  Frame available in Black Anodized or Titanium™ Silver.

1.  Micro Metric™ adjustable stock allows the 
shooter to finely tune the stock for a precise fit.

2.  Removable recoil reducer 
included standard.
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3.  Competition-tuned trigger for 
light, crisp trigger pulls plus a 
micro-adjustable trigger shoe to 
accommodate length-of-pull.

6.   Left-hand-eject model available.

8.  Alloy forend cap with 
weight-distribution system 
includes (3) 1.48oz. weights.

7.  Special stainless steel piston and 
enlarged gas ports for reliable 
function of light ammunition.

* Average weight without included recoil reducer and balancer weights.

XLR5 VELOCITY AR

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S 

Gauge:    12

Operation:   Stainless Steel Piston, Gas-Operated

Barrel:    TRIBORE HP™

Barrel length:   30”, 32”

Chamber:   2.75”

Chokes:    5 EXIS HP™ Competition Choke Tubes

Frame finish:   Black Anodized or Titanium™ Silver

Stock:    Turkish Walnut with Adjustable Comb

Wood finish:   Matte, Hand Oiled

Weight:    8 lbs 4 oz.*

Case:    Hard Case

Proof test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

T A R G E T  G U N



M O D E L  D E S C R I P T I O N :

Once in a great while something comes along that is so obvious that it makes you wonder “Why didn’t I think of that?” 

The Velocity LR (Long Rib) concept is exactly that. We asked ourselves why a semi-auto barrel rib starts at the front 

of the receiver, a full 4 ½” farther forward than an over-and-under shotgun. Doesn’t that unnecessarily shorten the 

sighting plane? The answer is yes, but we can do better. The Velocity LR has an innovative ramp-style fixed rib that 

starts at the back of the receiver, giving the shooter the maximum-length sighting plane for better target acquisition 

and tracking. The bottom line: A better sight picture equals more broken targets. 

The XLR5 Velocity LR combines all of the other groundbreaking innovations that made the XLR5 Velocity AR so popular.  

FABARM XLR5 Velocity LR – Moving Forward Faster.
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* Average weight without included recoil reducer and balancer weights.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S 

Gauge:    12

Operation:   Stainless Steel Piston, Gas-Operated

Barrel:    TRIBORE HP™

Barrel Length:   30”, 32”

Chamber:   2.75”

Chokes:    5 EXIS HP™ Competition Choke Tubes

Frame Finish:   Black Anodized or Titanium™ Silver

Stock:    Turkish Walnut with Adjustable Comb

Stock Finish:   Matte, Hand Oiled

Weight:    8 lbs 4 oz.*

Case:    Hard Case

Proof Test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

4.  Oversized bolt handle and bolt-release operating 
buttons give the shooter a positive feel.
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3.  Competition-tuned trigger for light, crisp trigger 
pulls plus a micro-adjustable trigger shoe to 
accommodate length-of-pull.

7.   Left-hand-eject model available.

6.   Velocity LR (Long Rib) concept 
adds 4 ½” to the sighting plane.

9.  Alloy forend cap with 
weight-distribution system 
includes (3) 1.48oz. weights.

8.  Special stainless steel piston and 
enlarged gas ports for reliable 
function of light ammunition.
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5.  Available in two grades – Black Anodized and Titanium™ Silver.
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1.  Micro Metric™ adjustable stock 
allows the shooter to finely tune 
the stock for a precise fit.

2.  Removable recoil reducer 
included standard.

XLR5 VELOCITY LR

10.  EXIS HP™ Chokes come standard

T A R G E T  G U N



L4S SPORTING

M O D E L  D E S C R I P T I O N :

If you believe a semi-automatic target shotgun should point and balance like a fine double gun with perfect balance and weight 
distribution, then the L4S is the gun you have been waiting for.  The magazine is shortened to a four round capacity to reduce 
the length of the fore-end for improved balance.  The L4S does not have an action spring in the stock and attaches with a simple 
stock bolt.  This feature allows us to sculpt the pistol grip to eliminate the awkward feeling that affects many semi-auto shotguns.   
Because the L4S is designed for 2 ¾” target loads, the action is shorter than guns made to function up to 3 ½” cartridges, further 
enhancing the handling characteristics.

The L4S also incorporates a revolutionary new fore-end design that does not rely on wood to be part of the mechanical assembly of 
the gun.  This removes all wiggle and movement in the fore-end that plagues all current semi-auto designs.  Additionally, it makes 
the barrel to receiver relationship more precise and stronger while eliminating the forces that can damage and crack the wood.

The L4S includes all of the performance features our customers have come to expect from Fabarm target guns.  The barrels feature 
our TRIBORE™ tapered bore, EXIS HP™ hyperbolic choke system and tapered top rib.  All of the controls are extended competition 
style for better function.  Recoil is extremely mild due to our target load tuned gas system.

A combination of innovative design features and a passion for making the best handling semi-auto target shotgun possible make 
the L4S the clear choice for your next day at the range.
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* Average weight without optional recoil reducer. Weight may vary based on wood density.  Engraving and checkering styles, motif or colors may vary from products shown.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S 

Gauge:    12

Operation:   Stainless Steel Piston, Gas-Operated

Barrel:    TRIBORE HP™

Barrel Length:   28”, 30”, 32”

Chamber:   2.75”

Chokes:    5 EXIS HP™ Competition Choke Tubes

Frame Finish:   Black Anodized

Stock:    Turkish Walnut

Stock Finish:   TRIWOOD™

Weight:    7 lbs 3 oz.*

Case:    Hard Case

Proof Test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

3.  Oversized bolt handle and 
bolt-release operating 
buttons give the shooter 
a positive feel.

1.   Accepts optional Kinetik 
recoil reducer. 
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7.   L4S features a Tapered Flat Rib.
6.   Slender forend design makes handling 

like that of an over-and-under.

4.   Revolutionary L4S assembly system 
creates a stronger structure, precise 
alignment, and eliminates forend 
movement.
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11.   EXIS HP™ competition choke 
tubes with hyperbolic design to 
get the maximum performance 
from the TRIBORE HP™ system 
barrels.

8.  Chrome-lined barrels and chambers.

10.  Tapered TRIBORE HP™ barrel bores enhance 
performance while reducing recoil.

5.  Forend cap accepts optional L4S weight system 
to attach multiple 1.48oz. weights as desired. 9.  Target load tuned gas system for reliable cycling 

of light ammunition and soft shooting.

2.  TRIWOOD™ enhanced finish adds 
beauty and water resistance.

 

T A R G E T  G U N



M O D E L  D E S C R I P T I O N :

If you believe a semi-automatic target shotgun should point and balance like a fine double gun with perfect balance and weight 
distribution, then the L4S is the gun you have been waiting for.  The magazine is shortened to a four round capacity to reduce 
the length of the fore-end for improved balance.  The L4S does not have an action spring in the stock and attaches with a simple 
stock bolt.  This feature allows us to sculpt the pistol grip to eliminate the awkward feeling that affects many semi-auto shotguns.   
Because the L4S is designed for 2 ¾” target loads, the action is shorter than guns made to function up to 3 ½” cartridges, further 
enhancing the handling characteristics.

The L4S also incorporates a revolutionary new fore-end design that does not rely on wood to be part of the mechanical assembly of 
the gun.  This removes all wiggle and movement in the fore-end that plagues all current semi-auto designs.  Additionally, it makes 
the barrel to receiver relationship more precise and stronger while eliminating the forces that can damage and crack the wood.

The L4S includes all of the performance features our customers have come to expect from Fabarm target guns.  The barrels feature 
our TRIBORE™ tapered bore, EXIS HP™ hyperbolic choke system and tapered top rib.  All of the controls are extended competition 
style for better function.  Recoil is extremely mild due to our target load tuned gas system.

A combination of innovative design features and a passion for making the best handling semi-auto target shotgun possible make 
the L4S the clear choice for your next day at the range.
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* Average weight without optional recoil reducer. Weight may vary based on wood density.  Engraving and checkering styles, motif or colors may vary from products shown.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S 

Gauge:    12

Operation:   Stainless Steel Piston, Gas-Operated

Barrel:    TRIBORE HP™

Barrel Length:   28”, 30”, 32”

Chamber:   2.75”

Chokes:    5 EXIS HP™ Competition Choke Tubes

Frame Finish:   Grey, and Nickel Plated on Deluxe

Stock:    Semi-Deluxe Turkish Walnut (Grey) – Deluxe Turkish Walnut (Deluxe)

Stock Finish:   Matte, Hand Oiled

Weight:    7 lbs 3 oz.*

Case:    Hard Case

Proof Test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

L4S DELUXE SPORTING

L4S GREY SPORTING

The DELUXE & GREY Sporting grades feature the same technology as the L4S SPORTING. However, 
these models feature unique engraving and special hand rubbed, matte oiled Turkish Walnut stocks.

T A R G E T  G U N



M O D E L  D E S C R I P T I O N :

Over the past few years FABARM XLR5 shotguns have taken the competition world by storm. A long list of technical features that have never 
been incorporated into semi-automatic shotguns combined with durability and reliability has made the XLR5 a favorite with target shooters. 
The engineers at FABARM are now applying the same philosophy to making a specialized waterfowl model. At the heart of the high performance 
XLR5 platform is the revolutionary Pulse Piston™ system that acts as a progressive brake thereby eliminating any valve system and allows for 
the function of varying types of ammo. This equates to a system that is simpler, contains less parts, is easy to clean and inevitably more reliable. 
Additionally, the braking of the pulse system progressively slows the action with heavy loads reducing felt recoil. Most significantly the reduction 
in recoil and enhanced reliability is achieved in what is the fastest cycling Semi-auto hunting gun on the planet at .31 of a second for five rounds.
 
To maximize down range performance we have incorporated our proven TRIBORE HP™ barrel design into the XLR5. This tapered bore allows for 
reduced recoil and improved pattern performance. We have even created a special competition choke tube, the EXIS DK, tuned for non-toxic 
ammo in the most popular pellet sizes. This choke in combination with the TRIBORE HP™ barrels allow the XLR5 to do what no other hunting 
shotgun can, use up to extra full choke without any negative effect on the firearm. As an assurance of strength and durability every FABARM 
XLR5 is tested by the Italian National Proof House to the highest possible rating of 1630 BAR.
 
If pure performance is the heart of the XLR5, the extensive list of user friendly features are the brains. The oversized trigger guard, safety, 
magazine cut off and extended bolt handle are purposely designed to allow for full control of the firearm with even the bulkiest winter gloves. 
The competition bred LR (Long Rib) concept has a top rib that increases the sighting plain by 4 ½” and allows the shooter to see down the rib with 
a more comfortable head-up posture. To reduce glare we have masked off the top surface of the rib to provide a camo free matte black finish 
and added a high visibility fiber optic front sight. Water and mud can destroy a shotgun quickly. To reduce the possibility of rust and corrosion 
the barrel extension and bores are chrome plated. We have also PVD coated the bolt, nickel plated the chokes and covered the external metal 
surfaces with camo to reduce rust. The synthetic stock is also coated with a Soft Touch camo process to create a rubberized feel.

1 0   1 1
* Average weight with 30” barrels. Weight may vary based on material density.

XLR5 WATERFOWLER

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S 

Gauge:    12

Operation:   PULSE PISTON™, Gas-Operated

Barrel:    TRIBORE HP™

Barrel Length:   28”, 30”

Chamber:   3”

Chokes:    3 INNER HP™ Choke Tubes + 1 EXIS DK™ with TrueTimber® camo

Sight:    Front red fiber-optic

Stock:    Synthetic

Stock Finish:   True Timber® Western Viper™ Camouflage + Soft Touch finish

Weight:    7 lbs*

Case:    INTEGRALE™ Case

Proof Test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

4.  Oversized Bolt handle gives the hunter a more 
positive feel when operating.

1.   Rubber comb for added comfort.
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3.  Oversized trigger guard and oversized 
safety magazine cut off to accomodate 
bulky hunting gloves.

5.   Left-hand-eject model available.
2.  Stock shim system to 

custom adjust fit.

9.  Velocity LR (Long Rib) concept adds 4 ½” to the sighting plane. 
Also, to reduce glare we have masked off the top surface of the 
rib to provide a camo free matte black finish.
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11.  EXIS DK™ choke fine tuned 
for non-toxic ammo in the 
most popular pellet sizes 
and red fiber-optic sight.

7.  True Timber® Camouflage with a 
special Soft Touch finish.

6.    Cerakote™ finish for added protection.

8.  Special PULSE PISTON™ 

allows the hunter to use 
target loads and 3” magnum 
loads interchangeably. 

10.   INNER HP™ choke tubes with 
hyperbolic design to get the 
maximum performance from the 
TRIBORE HP™ system barrel.

H U N T I N G  G U N



L4S HUNTER

M O D E L  D E S C R I P T I O N :

FABARM USA introduces an innovative new line of semi-automatic shotguns designed for bird hunting. The new L4S family of 

shotguns exhibits the same high level of precision and finish that FABARM is famous for in a product that is competitively priced 

for the North American market. 

The L4S incorporates an innovative new design that allows the forend to be removed without disassembling the shotgun. 

The design has two significant advantages. Removing the forend allows the action to be cleaned and lubricated without having to 

disassemble the whole gun. Additionally, it eliminates having the wood be part of the structural assembly of the gun, making the 

action and barrel relationship more accurate and stronger. Removing the stress from the wood forend also eliminates the forces 

that can damage and crack the wood. All grades will feature Turkish walnut with a matte oil finish.

The L4S is lightweight, making it a pleasure to carry in the field and has a gas operating system that significantly reduces recoil. 

It will handle every type of ammunition from 2 ¾” target to heavy 3” magnum hunting loads. Other notable features include a stock 

shim system for adjusting fit and TRIBORE HP™ tapered barrel for the ultimate in ballistic performance.

1 2   1 3
* Average weight without optional recoil reducer.   Engraving and checkering styles, motif or colors may vary from products shown.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S 

Gauge:    12

Operation:   PULSE PISTON™, Gas-Operated

Barrel:    TRIBORE HP™

Barrel Length:   26”, 28”

Chamber:   3”

Chokes:    3 INNER HP™ Choke Tubes

Frame Finish:   Black Anodized – Grey – Nickel Plated on Deluxe

Stock:    Turkish Walnut – Semi-Deluxe (Grey) – Deluxe (Deluxe)

Stock Finish:   Matte, Hand Oiled

Weight:    6 lbs 5 oz. – 6 lbs 13 oz.*

Case:    INTEGRALE™ Case included with Deluxe and Grey Hunter.  Sold separately for Initial Hunter.

Proof Test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

2.  Ergonomic bolt handle and bolt-release operating 
buttons give the hunter a positive feel.

1.   Accepts optional Kinetik 
recoil reducer. 
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3.   Available in 3 grades: Deluxe as shown above,
Grey Hunter (left), and Initial Hunter (right).

5.   L4S features a Tapered Flat Rib.
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8.   INNER HP™ choke tubes with 
hyperbolic design to get the 
maximum performance from the 
TRIBORE HP™ system barrel.

6.  Chrome-lined barrels and chambers.

7.  Tapered TRIBORE HP™ barrel bores enhance 
performance while reducing recoil.

4.  Special PULSE PISTON™ allows the hunter to use 
target loads and 3” magnum loads interchangeably. 

H U N T I N G  G U N



M O D E L  D E S C R I P T I O N :

When it comes to shooting the new Axis RS 12 Sporting in competition, you are being everything but Sporting. The Axis 
RS 12 is the whole package – balance, durability, good trigger, barrel performance, perfect stock dimensions, and low 
recoil. The Axis Free-Floating Barrels feature advanced TRIBORE HP™ tapered bores that lower recoil and reduce 
the need for excessively long forcing cones. Each gun comes with five EXIS HP™ choke tubes that have proprietary 
hyperbolic designs that are ballistic matches to the tapered barrel bores. The result is devastating performance down 
range with all types of shot sizes and velocities. 

The Axis RS 12 action was purpose built as a target gun. The heavy duty 43mm wide action combined with a 
monolithic locking lug makes the Axis an extremely durable platform. The forend iron utilizes an adjustable mechanism 
to allow the action tension to be tightened at will for ease of service. An adjustable trigger features a light, crisp 
trigger pull. Stocks and forends are made from Turkish walnut and have a protective TRIWOOD™ finish. This finish 
gives an extra level of protection while adding beautiful grain to the stock and forend. All Axis stocks accept 
the optional FABARM KINETIK™ recoil reducer that is easy to install and remove to tune the balance of the gun. 
The FABARM Micro Metric™ adjustable comb and left-hand stocks are also available as options.

* Average weight without optional recoil reducer.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S 

Gauge:    12

Barrel:    Free-Floating, TRIBORE HP™

Barrel Length:   30” - 32”

Chokes:    5 EXIS HP™ Competition Choke Tubes

Frame:    Steel

Frame finish:   Black Satin or Titanium™ Grey

Stock:    Turkish Walnut (Adjustable Comb is Optional)

Stock Finish:   TRIWOOD™

Weight:    8 lbs 4 oz.*

Case:    Hard Case

Proof Test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

AXIS RS 12 Sporting
1.  OPTIONAL: Micro Metric™ adjustable stock allows 

the shooter to finely tune the stock for a precise fit.

1

2.  Accepts optional Kinetik 
recoil reducer. 
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3.  Competition-tuned trigger for light, crisp trigger pulls plus a 
micro-adjustable trigger shoe to accommodate length-of-pull.
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4.   Adjustable forend mechanism 
to adjust action tension.

9.  Available in Black Satin or Titanium™ Grey receiver.

5.   Heavy duty 43mm wide 
action ensures years of 
heavy use.

6.  Right and Left-hand stocks available 
with or without adjustable combs.

7.   Tapered TRIBORE HP™ free-floating 
barrels enhance performance while 
reducing recoil.

8

9
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8.   EXIS HP™ competition choke 
tubes with hyperbolic design to 
get the maximum performance 
from the TRIBORE HP™ system 
barrels.

T A R G E T  G U N



M O D E L  D E S C R I P T I O N :

The Axis ALLSPORT is the world’s most versatile target shotgun. It is designed for shooters who want one gun that 
can be configured for various styles and disciplines. Whether you shoot Sporting Clays, FITASC, Skeet or Trap – 
The Axis ALLSPORT has you covered.

Incorporated in this new gun is an extensive list of features that make the Axis ALLSPORT an outstanding value. 
At the top of this list is the unique Q.R.R (Quick Release Rib) design. By making the top rib easily interchangeable, the 
shotgun can be configured as a high rib Trap gun or a low rib Sporting model in just a few moments. The standard 
offering includes two ramp style ribs; one low with a 50/50% point-of-impact and a second 15mm high rib with 
65/35% regulation.

The Axis ALLSPORT also includes our new TRIBORE™ free floating barrels for improved balance and performance. 
The Micro Metric™ adjustable stock comb allows the shooter to tune in the perfect sight picture. Additional features 
include the new 97mm EXIS HP™ hyperbolic choke tubes, integrated recoil reducer, adjustable trigger and durable 
TRIWOOD™ enhanced stock finish.

1 6   1 7

* Average weight without included recoil reducer.

AXIS ALLSPORT QRR

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S 

Gauge:    12

Barrel:    Free-Floating, TRIBORE HP™

Barrel Length:   30”, 32”

Chokes:    5 EXIS HP™ Competition Chokes

Frame:    Steel

Frame Finish:   Black Satin

Stock:    Turkish Walnut with Adjustable Comb

Stock Finish:   TRIWOOD™

Weight:    8 lbs 6 oz.*

Case:    Hard Case

Proof Test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

1.  Standard Micro Metric™ adjustable 
stock allows the shooter to finely tune 
the stock for a precise fit.

1

2.  Removable recoil reducer 
included standard.
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3.  Competition-tuned trigger for 
light, crisp trigger pulls plus a 
micro-adjustable trigger shoe 
to accommodate length-of-pull.

4
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4.   Adjustable forend mechanism to 
adjust action tension.

5.   Heavy-duty 43mm wide action ensures years 
of heavy use.

6.   Left-hand stocks with and without adjustable 
combs are available.

7.   Tapered TRIBORE HP™ free floating barrel bores 
enhance performance while reducing recoil.

8.   Quick Release Rib able to change 
the rib height and point-of-impact 
from 50/50% to 65/35%. Includes 
two ramp style ribs.

9

9.   EXIS HP™ competition choke 
tubes with hyperbolic design to 
get the maximum performance 
from the TRIBORE HP™ system 
barrels.

T A R G E T  G U N



M O D E L  D E S C R I P T I O N :

The FABARM Axis RS 12 Trap is designed to offer all of the leading competition trap-gun features at a price 

that makes it an unbeatable value. Free-floating over-and-under barrels, adjustable point-of-impact ribs on 

all barrels, tapered bores, integrated recoil reducer, adjustable comb and optional release triggers are just 

a few of the features. Additional features include new 97mm EXIS HP™ hyperbolic choke tubes, adjustable 

trigger and durable TRIWOOD™ enhanced stock finish. The FABARM Axis RS 12 Trap has you covered from 

the 16’s to doubles and all the way to the “back fence.”

This is all backed by a five year warranty and industry-leading service. The only thing not included is the guilt 

of paying too much. To find out more contact one of our Authorized Dealers today.

1 8   1 9

* Weights may vary based on wood density.

AXIS RS 12 TRAP

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S 

Gauge:    12

Barrel:    Free-Floating, TRIBORE HP™

Barrel Length:   32” Over Under – 34” Unsingle

Chokes:    5 EXIS HP™ Competition Chokes

Frame:    Steel

Frame Finish:   Black Satin or Titanium™ Grey

Stock:    Turkish Walnut with Adjustable Comb

Stock Finish:   TRIWOOD™

Weight:    8 lbs 14 oz.*

Case:    Hard Case

Proof Test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

1.  Standard Micro Metric™ adjustable 
stock allows the shooter to finely 
tune the stock for a precise fit.

1

5

2.  Removable recoil reducer 
included standard.

2

3
10

4

4.   Action tension adjustment 
mechanism in forend. 5.   Left-hand stocks with and without 

adjustable combs are available.
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7.   Tapered TRIBORE HP™ free-floating 
barrel bores enhance performance 
while reducing recoil.

8.   Point-of-impact easily adjustable 
between 50/50% and 90/10% high 
without use of tools.

6

10

6.   Available as a combo set.

9.   EXIS HP™ competition choke tubes with hyperbolic design to get 
the maximum performance from the TRIBORE HP™ system barrels.

3.  Competition-tuned trigger for light, crisp 
trigger pulls plus a micro-adjustable trigger 
shoe to accommodate length-of-pull.

Release triggers available as an option 
in single release or double release.R

10.   Available in either Black Satin 
or Titanium™ Grey receiver.

T A R G E T  G U N



M O D E L  D E S C R I P T I O N :

With the creation of the new ELOS platform, we set out to challenge ourselves to engineer the finest sporting clays competition shotgun 
possible – without compromise – code named “N2”. It must have new innovative features. The level of precision and fit must be excellent 
and unmatched durability. Very careful specifications were developed for balance and stock dimensions to produce the perfect handling 
characteristics. 
 
The N2 barrels are deep drilled for perfect concentricity with the most advanced bore design of any production shotgun, TRIBORE HP™, 
a multi-step tapered bore that is proven to reduce recoil while significantly increasing pattern efficiency. The bore is finely plated with hard 
chrome for durability, rust resistance and ease of cleaning. The N2 has a ventilated mid rib that is truncated under the fore-end to reduce 
critical weight for improved balance. The top rib is a competition style flat 10 to 8mm tapered rib with a Bradley style bead and brass mid 
bead. On the business end of the barrel we included our high performance EXIS HP™ chokes with hyperbolic constriction to guarantee pattern 
performance. 
 
The heart of the shotgun, the action, is driven by a reliable inertia trigger system that breaks cleanly at 3 lbs 10 oz. and can be adjusted for 
length of pull. We added an oversized top lever for comfort when shooting high volumes of targets. Of course the trigger is selective and the 
ejectors are automatic. Finally, the action is finished in soft satin to reduce glare and is enhanced with a contemporary scroll pattern.
 
The stock and fore-end are crafted from Turkish Walnut that is recognized as the highest quality wood for shotgun stocks due to its 
strength, high density, and fine grain.  We finished the wood in a low luster oil that incorporates modifiers to improve durability and makes 
accidental scratches and dings easier to repair. The most innovative feature is our Micro-Metric™ adjustable comb that incorporates a new 
Dura-finish to reduce friction on the skin during recoil. Additionally, the N2 has the Fabarm interchangeable recoil pad that allows the shooter 
to purchase different length pads to customize the length of the stock without any gunsmithing.  

With the N2 Sporting we have accomplished the challenge we set, to create the finest sporting clays shotgun possible without compromise. 
We almost forgot to mention the most innovative feature yet, all of this was done at a price nobody else can offer for a competition gun of 
this caliber (pun intended).
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ELOS N2 Sporting

* Weights may vary based on wood density.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S 

Gauge:    12

Barrel:    TRIBORE HP™

Barrel Length:   30”, 32”

Chokes:    4 EXIS HP™ Competition Chokes

Frame:    Steel

Frame Finish:   Black Satin

Stock:    Turkish walnut (Adjustable Comb comes Standard)

Stock Finish:   Matte, Hand Oiled

Weight:    7lbs. 7oz.*

Case:    Hard Case

Proof Test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

7
5

9

8

10

7.  Schnable forend shape. 8.  10mm to 8mm tapered top rib. 10.  Chrome lined barrels and chambers.

9.  Tapered TRIBORE HP™ barrel 
bores enhance performance 
while reducing recoil.

11

11.   EXIS HP™ competition choke 
tubes with hyperbolic design to 
get the maximum performance 
from the TRIBORE HP™ system 
barrels.

1.  Standard Micro Metric™ adjustable 
stock allows the shooter to finely tune 
the stock for a precise fit.

2.  Accepts optional Kinetik 
recoil reducer. 

3.  Competition-tuned trigger for 
light, crisp trigger pulls plus a 
micro-adjustable trigger shoe 
to accommodate length-of-pull.

4.   Adjustable forend mechanism to 
adjust action tension.

5.   Action has a soft Satin finish to reduce glare and 
is enhanced by a contemporary scroll pattern.

6.   Left-hand stocks are available.

1

2

3

6

4

T A R G E T  G U N



M O D E L  D E S C R I P T I O N :

As experienced hunters, we seek the fastest-handling over-and-unders that are easy to carry all day. 

The ultralight ELOS D2 is the perfect companion. Its sleek action and trim stock will ensure that you have 

the competitive advantage over the fastest game birds. As savvy consumers, we also want good value for 

our money. The ELOS D2 incorporates FABARM’s proven TRIBORE HP™ tapered bore and INNER HP™ chokes 

to ensure lethal performance down range. Elegant engraving of traditional game scenes and scroll work by  

fine Italian craftsmen round out the package. All backed by an extensive five year warranty and service that 

is second to none. Visit an Authorized Dealer now to learn more about the all new ELOS D2 – and our tradition 

of quality firearms since 1900.
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ELOS D2

1

2

3,4

6
5

7
8

1.  Semi-Deluxe Turkish walnut with a hand 
rubbed matte oil finish.

2.  Selective trigger and automatic ejectors.

4.  Ultra-lightweight. 6.  Semi-Schnable forend shape. 8.  Chrome-lined barrels and chambers.

7.  Tapered TRIBORE HP™ barrel 
bores enhance performance 
while reducing recoil.

5.   Adjustable forend mechanism to 
adjust action tension.3. Traditional game scene engraving on both sides of the action.

9

9.   INNER HP™ choke tubes with 
hyperbolic design to get the 
maximum performance from the 
TRIBORE HP™ system barrels.

* Weights may vary based on wood density.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S 

Gauge:    12, 20 or 28

Barrel:    TRIBORE HP™

Barrel Length:   28”

Chokes:    5 INNER HP™ Choke Tubes

Frame:    Ergal 55

Frame Finish:   Nickel Plated

Stock:    Semi-Deluxe Turkish Walnut

Stock Finish:   Matte, Hand Oiled

Weight:    12 gauge: 6 lbs 1 oz. – 6 lbs. 8 oz.*,  20 and 28 gauge: 5 lbs 8 oz. – 6 lbs.*

Case:    INTEGRALE™ Case

Proof Test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

H U N T I N G  G U N
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14.75”

14.75”

14.75”

14.75”

1.5”
DROP AT COMB

1.5”
DROP AT COMB

1.5”
DROP AT COMB

1.5”
DROP AT COMB

PITCH
5°

PITCH
5°

PITCH
5°

PITCH
5°

1.75”
DROP AT MONTE CARLO

1.75”
DROP AT MONTE CARLO

1.75”
DROP AT MONTE CARLO

2”
DROP AT MONTE CARLO

2.5”
DROP AT HEEL

2.5”
DROP AT HEEL

2.5”
DROP AT HEEL

2.5”
DROP AT HEEL

.125”

CAST AT HEEL

.125”

CAST AT HEEL

.125”

CAST AT HEEL

.125”

CAST AT HEEL

.125”

CAST AT TOE

.25”

CAST AT TOE

.25”

CAST AT TOE

.25”

CAST AT TOE

4.5”
COMB TO GRIP

All stock dimensions are measured with the rib in open position (50/50% point-of-impact), with the trigger in the 
middle position, and shim DX right. All stock specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.

All stock dimensions are measured with the rib in open position (50/50% point-of-impact), with the trigger
in the middle position. All stock specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.

All stock dimensions are measured with the rib in open position (50/50% point-of-impact), with the trigger
in the middle position. All stock specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.

All stock dimensions are measured with the trigger in the middle position.
All stock specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.

XLR5 Velocity aR and xlr5 velocity lr

AXIS RS 12 TRAP

AXIS RS 12 Sporting

AXIS ALLSport QRR

14.75”

1.5”
DROP AT COMB

PITCH
5°

2.25”
DROP AT HEEL

.125”

CAST AT HEEL

.25”

CAST AT TOE

All stock specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.

L4S sporting

14.75”

1.5”
DROP AT COMB

PITCH
5°

2.25”
DROP AT HEEL

.125”

CAST AT HEEL

.25”

CAST AT TOE

All stock dimensions are measured with the trigger in the middle position.
All stock specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.

ELOS N2 Sporting
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14.375”

1.5”
DROP AT COMB

PITCH
5°

2.25”
DROP AT HEEL

.125”

CAST AT HEEL

.125”

CAST AT TOE

All stock specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.

L4S HUNTER

14.5”

1.5”
DROP AT COMB

PITCH
5°

2.25”
DROP AT HEEL

.125”

CAST AT HEEL

.25”

CAST AT TOE

All stock specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.

XLR5 WATERFOWLER

14.5”

1.5”
DROP AT COMB

PITCH
5°

2.25”
DROP AT HEEL

.125”

CAST AT HEEL

.25”

CAST AT TOE

All stock specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.

ELOS D2
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FABARM – FIVE YEAR WARRANTY
In our desire to provide you with superior customer service in connection with your firearm, FABARM USA provides you with a 

five-year warranty from the date of purchase for your firearm. To benefit from this warranty, you will need to complete and return 

the Registration Card by certified or registered mail, or by filling out the Registration Form on our website within thirty (30) days 

of date of purchase. This warrants that your firearm is manufactured free of defects in material or workmanship which adversly 

affects the operation of your firearm. The warranty is non-transferrable and limited to the original personal retail purchaser and is 

subject to limitations. To read the full warranty disclosure please visit our website at FabarmUSA.com

FABARM – Brescia, Italy
The FABARM factory was launched around 1900 by 

the Galesi family, one of the great Brescian dynasties. 

The name FABARM comes from FABBRICA BRESCIANA 

DI ARMI, literally Arms Manufacturer in Brescia.

Today, FABARM has an extremely modern 10,000- 

square-meter factory located in Brescia, Italy, and a 

production capacity of almost 20,000 weapons per year. 

FABARM is dedicated to the total preservation of 100% 

Italian production, without recourse to subcontracting 

to countries with lower labor costs in order to provide 

customers with a superior product. FABARM has a massive investment in both its research and development and industrial facilities. 

FABARM also has a distribution network based on excellence in client relations and is distributed in over 50 countries. To listen better, 

to understand better, to provide better service, FABARM today has two subsidiaries, one in the USA and one in France.

FABARM ACCESSORIES
FABARM USA offers a wide variety of accessory items such as 

Choke Tubes, Recoil Reducers, Shooting Vests, Hats, T-shirts, 

Range Bags, Gun Slips, Shell Pouches, Parts, and more. Accessory 

items are available on our official web store at FabarmUSA.com or 

by calling our Customer Service team at (410) 901-1260

Items purchased through FABARM USA can only be shipped to an 

address within the United States.


